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            Heigham Community Federation 

MINUTES 

Full Governing Board Meeting 

Chair – Nania Poulson 

16th January 2023 at 5.00pm held at Recreation Infant School 

 

GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS 

Michael Bunting (MB) 

Executive Headteacher 

HT Present Rachel Paley (RP) 

Vice Chair of 

Governors 

Co-opted Apologies 

Jen Carlin (JC) Associate 

Member 

Present 

 

Nania Poulson (NP) 

Co-Chair of 

Governors 

Co-opted Present 

Mike Grimble (MG) 

Co-Chair of Governors 

Co-opted Present 

 

Pam Reynell (PR) Co-opted Present 

(Items 3 – end) 

Mike Hooper (MH) 

Head of AJS  

Associate 

Member 

Present 

(items 1 – 3) 

Sam Rowbury (SR) Co-opted Present 

Farah Rehman (FR) Co-opted Present Jo Thompson (JT) Co-opted Present 

Denise Mattock (DM) 

Head of RRIS 

Associate 

Member 

Present 

(Items 3 – 

end) 

Jamie Wallis (JW) Parent  Apologies 

Vacancy Co-opted   Victoria 

Younespour(VY) 

Parent Present 

 

Governance Professional: Penny Folkard (PF) 

 

Blue – Challenge/question Yellow – Approval Red – Action Point 

AJS – Avenue Junior School                         RRIS – Recreation Road Infant School 

 Action Points 

Date Item Details By Whom When 
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16.01.23 3 
Action point 1: Parent survey to be added to next agenda.  

SLS 27.02.23 

 4 Action point 2: Clerk to add Health & Safety to next agenda 

including H&S policy 

SLS 27.02.23 

 5 Action point 3: Clerk to add staffing structure to the next agenda. SLS 27.02.23 

 6 Action point 4: MG to amend and send off SFVS MG ASAP 

 6 Action point 5: MG to send Related party Transaction’s form to 

the LA 

MG ASAP 

 6 
Action point 6: MB to share Public Liability/ Employers Liability 
documents in relation to TOCA.  

MG 27.02.23 

 7 
Action point 7: GDPR and Premises monitoring to be completed 
and fed back at the next meeting. 

 27.02.23 

 11 
Action point 8: C/F MB and JT to contact Sports Factory to 

discuss their provision and their intention for the offer.  

MB/JT 27.02.23 

 11 
Action point 9: Discussion on the development of wrap around 

care/creation of working party to be added to the February 

agenda.  

SLS 27.02.23 

 11 
Action point 10: Parental agreement document to be added to 

summer term agenda 

SLS Summer 

term 

 11 
Action point 11: C/F MB to develop Federation-wide acceptable 

use agreements.  

MB 27.02.23 

 

No. Item 

1. Welcome, Introductions and Apologies  

Welcome, receive and agree apologies / ensuring meeting is quorate. 

 

 

• NP was Chair of the meeting. 

• Apologies received from Rachel Paley and Jamie Wallis. Apologies accepted. 

• The meeting was quorate.   

2. Declarations of interest in any item on this agenda. 

•  Declaration of interest in this agenda 

 • None declared. 

3. • Federation Improvement and Development 

 -          Data – end of Autumn term 

-          Writing TSIP: Outcomes and next steps 

-          TSIP for Spring term 

-          FIP update: Strategic Development strands 1 and 2 
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 Governors raised questions in advance on GovernorHub and questions were asked during the 
discussions. A document written by MH has been added to the meeting folder in response to many 
questions and includes data discussed within the meeting.  

Q: Why were SATs practice tests carried out opposed to NFER tests when not all the teaching has 
been covered? 

A: Most of the SAT’s paper teaching is covered within years 3/4/5. Only some teaching is covered in 
year 6. The papers were used to get children used to the tests and to look for gaps in the learning. 
NFER tests were not carried out in the summer with either for this cohort.  

 

Q: Year 3 - Good to see PP maintaining starting points. Why has the cohort generally dropped down in 
both English and Reading?  
 
A: Reading: one of the changes that Year 3 assessments focus on is the increase in comprehension; 
inference and deduction, for example.  They will gain more experience of this as they move through 
the year and the children’s NFER scores, if following past patterns, might be expected to pick up by 
the Summer term.  
 
Q: Writing – I see this needs further explanation – it is obviously concerning to see such a large 
decrease. If assessment is at the root, what does it look like from a books point of view? Can progress 
been seen in books? 
 
A: Assessment is partly at the root in so much that we operate a secure fit model and are being very 
rigorous in our application of this model.  Sometimes, the assessments may be held back due to lack 
of evidence of certain skills etc. in children’s work.  We are now in a position to use the assessment 
information to drive the teaching and opportunities that we give to our pupils to make sure that every 
child’s gaps are identified and taught well, as well as being given time to practise these in their work. 
Children who are just below should be expected to get there. We need to be more ambitious than last 
year.  
 
Pam Reynell joined the meeting 
 
Q: How do you standardise? 
 
A: This needs to be agreed across the schools. Staff have moderation training in EYFS, KS1 and KS2.  
 
Q: Year 4 - Can you say something about Pupil Premium maths? Are they not in the catch-up cohort?  
 
A: No one is excluded from catch up. It is all mapped out across the year, but it cannot all happen at 
once.  
 
One child went from EXS (expected) to WTS (working towards) (-5%) – they were at the lowest 
threshold for EXS in Summer and now are below the threshold.  They were identified as lacking 
confidence in the Autumn term Pupil Progress meeting.  The only time this child met EXS was last 
summer, previous scores were similar to the Autumn score.  
 
EXS to not sat (-5%) One child is a refugee who was originally placed in a year below his chronological 
age.  He has now move up a Year Group to be with his same age peers.  However, for some reason, 
the data for Year 4 still has him in it and so he counts as not having sat the test. 
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EXS to WTS (-5%) Scores for one child over time have gone from entry of 77, 90, 96, 94.  So the 
trajectory of this child shows good progress but this time they fell the wrong side of the threshold.  The 
focus for this child has been pastoral support.  
 
Two children went from EXS to WTS (-10%): one has scored, 69, 97, 98, 91 – this is a spikey profile 
and needs investigating further. The other child scored 92, 104, 104, 89 which, again, is spikey and 
needs investigating. 
 
One child did not sit the summer test but gained EXS this time. (+5%) 
 
Net gain/loss: -20% 
 
Also, to lesser extent in Reading: 
One child (-5%) has scored 80, 79, 96, 83.  So, only had EXS in Summer for the first time. 
One child (-5%) scored 101 in summer but 89 in Autumn.  In summer, his test was scribed.  This time it 
was not, and this was a contributory factor to his low score.  The reason it wasn’t is that writing speed 
has improved; however, we’ve looked at it and feel that he will continue to need a scribe. 
 
Denise mattock joined the meeting 
 
Q: Are you not seeing the impact of the TSIP on writing? 
 
A: The impact won’t be shown in the data straight away after one term in.  The impact has been 
evident in other ways which have been shared with the TSIP review group of governors.  The biggest 
change to our position now is in the children’s attitudes to writing and our more granular and helpful 
way of assessing writing. 
 
Q: Are you seeing the progress in the children’s work? 
 
A: Yes, there is some sample work to look at later in the meeting and the progress can be shown and 
when monitoring, leaders can see its on the right track. Assessment is different and tells us early on 
who to focus resources on. Moderation is better and the assessment system is better. An external 
review by VNET supports this judgement.  
 
Q: Are there any risk factors? 
 
A: Yes, more standardisation is needed. It has been re-visited with staff and there are high aspirations. 
It is a systematic approach and the beginning of a QA cycle which will lead to successful outcomes.  
 
Q: Do teaching staff understand what they need to do? 
 
A: Teachers Assess, Plan, Do and Review and this is being closely monitored. All children should be 
at expected and if not, then why not? Provision maps are in place. Point in time assessment tells you 
clearly where children are.  
 
Q: Are teachers on board? 
 
A: Yes, and children are enjoying writing much more. 
 
Q: Year 5 - Maths, can you say something about why has there been a drop in achievement? 
 
A: Whilst we cannot see the previous years’ QLA, we can see that although our scores compare to the 
average favourably overall, for the domain with the largest number of marks available (calculation), we 
are 1.36 below the standardised average.  This will need to be a focus and is part of the Maths team 
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focus on number fluency.  Measurement was also a domain in which the children performed less well 
(-0.4) but this is less statistically significant (similar in geometry). 
 
Performance was mixed from a group of pupils who were EXS in the summer test: 

• Two children have quite a mixed assessment profile which rises and dips. 

• 6 children underperformed and this needs further investigating for reasons 

• One child straddles the assessment boundary and dipped below it on this test. 

• One child is usually EXS but on 2 tests has dipped considerably – a case of the test on the day 

• One child’s poorer achievement is due to pastoral reasons with support from the SENCO and 
Inclusion Team in place. 

 
2 children had incomplete data as they were absent (previously EXS). 
2 children have returned from long term absence/reduced timetables and so do not have EXS as they 
didn’t test for pastoral reasons. 
 
Q: Can you say something about Pupil premium maths? Are they not in the catch-up cohort? 
 
A: 1 PP child did not make the progress we would have expected from the summer. There are Catch 
Up Programmes in place and available, but they may not have had Maths support if other areas of the 
curriculum needed focussing on. Year 5 PP are generally in line with summer data: 
 
Q: Drop in all writing, but what has happened with the girls? Again, TSIP not having impact? 
 
A: It will become possible, but is not yet possible, to compare summer to autumn with confidence 
because those pupils who were at EXS for Year 4 in the summer may not have demonstrated the skills 
they have acquired from that time in Year 4.  For example, the use of exclamation marks is actually 
taught explicitly in Year 3 (some use of exclamation marks) but in Year 5, the assessment is that they 
use them accurately.  However, they may not, as yet, have had text types which lend themselves to 
this so it would be appropriate to say that had some security but are not fully secure.  However, the 
teacher’s job is to identify this as an issue and ensure that there are opportunities for them to practise 
and demonstrate this skill. 
 
The TSIP focus was on improving the focus on purpose and audience and this has been seen in 
planning, children’s work and in speaking to pupils.  There is a really positive attitude towards Writing 
but the TSIP was never going to be able to turn around a completely different set of results in a term.  
However, the focus should be on those skills which children are behind on; those which have been 
taught and are not secure or that are only partly secure – the new assessment system allows this to 
happen. 
 
Girls in Year 5 is an area to investigate but hopefully the above gives some context around the 
assessments at this point. 
 
Q: Year 6 - Can you explain the data discrepancy between NFER and SAT scaled scores because at 
present it would seem that the data is not at the level we would expect.  
 
A: NFER tests provide a standardised score where our children can be measured against other pupils.  
The bracket used for EXS from NFER tests is from 95-115. 
 
SATs scaled scores use a scale to assess children where 100 is the pass mark.  SATs are an end of 
year measure.  Any score below 100 will appear as not EXS. 
 
The results are very similar to this time last year.  However, there are some key differences in how we 
are approaching supporting the Year 6 cohort which should give us some confidence that we are on 
track to make improvements to last year’s position. 
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Writing: improved assessment system which more clearly identifies gaps in a timely way.  This means 
that teachers can target support in the right places for the right children. 
 
Reading: Discussions around the current results are that the children have the knowledge but need 
support with the types of questions and how best to answer these.  As a result, the Year 6 team have 
revised their guided reading provision to include a keener focus on SATs style questions 
 
Maths: Better analysis of past cohorts’ performance, as well as the tests currently being taken, are 
helping the team to reshape the curriculum to ensure that gaps are plugged.  This is also happening 
across the school to enable strength to grow where there are currently gaps. 
 
Q: Can you say something about targeted support that the year group is getting in terms of achieving 
the age-related expectations in the few short months before May 10th. 
· What targeted support is the PP group getting? 
 
A: For pupil premium children, the following are always prioritised to them in the first instance: 

Writing:  

• Tutoring sessions 

• Pre teaching vocabulary 

• More focus on Reading for pleasure to support writing 

• Nessy – spelling 

• Cognition and Learning Group 

Reading: 

• 1:1 Reading for those in need – responding to data/teacher assessment 

• Tutoring sessions  

• Comprehension sessions – focus on finding key information 

• Nessy – spelling (helps reading) 

• Cognition and Learning Group 

Maths: 

• Tutoring sessions 

• Reasoning focused intervention 

• Targeted support group – those children with gaps from that week’s learning 

• 2 sessions per week led by 4 teachers of morning breakfast tutoring from now through to SATs 

• Cognition and Learning Group 

All subjects – current recruitment of a 0.4 (at least) teacher to support booster groups across the 

subjects 

Q: What will pupils sacrifice to take part in these sessions? 

A: That will depend on scheduling.  

 

Q: Do you have enough staff and resources to fill gaps?  

A: Yes, its not always about resources it’s about what’s right for the children.  
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Examples of writing were shown to the board to show the progress made.  

Q: Do children achieve a pen license? 

A: No, all children write in pen and writing has improved as a result.  

Q: How much data is shared with parents?  

A: School are building on opportunities for parents to come into school. Parents have been invited to 
writing cafes and in school parent’s evenings. A parent survey has recently been carried out and the 
two areas of focus from this are around communication and parents not understanding the definition of 
bullying. Both these areas will be addressed. NP asked if the Parent Survey could be reviewed in the 
next meeting.  

Mike Hooper left the meeting.  

The writing TSIP has been shared and Craig and Richard have put together a follow up TSIP. Subject 
Leadership and EYFS are a focus. EYFS is a focus for this term and SL has moved on considerably 
already through Federation work.  

The FIP was shared.  

Q: I see that pastoral leads are recommending Well Bee which is being explored further. What are the 
key benefits you are hoping this solution will bring? 

A: WellBee is an award-winning platform and gives advice on putting together a well-being survey and 
analysing results. It is a much more systematic approach and using this platform will allow senior 
leaders to have conversations with staff confidentially.  

Action point:  

1. Parent survey to be added to next agenda.  

 

4. 
Premises, Health & Safety 

 
- Premises Walks 

- Premises Development Planning – next steps 

- Risk Assessments - Fire  

 

 This item will be covered at the next meeting.  

Action point: 

2. Clerk to add Health & Safety to next agenda including H&S policy 

5. Staffing Structure 

 - To agree the staffing structure for 2023-24 
 

 Senior leaders are looking at a structural change to the staffing structure in September. Item to be 
added to the next agenda.  

Action point: 

3. Clerk to add staffing structure to the next agenda.  

 

 

6. Finance 
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 - Budget revision 3: verbal update  
- Budget priorities 
- BCR’s 
- RAG reports 
- SFVS update 

 

 MG confirmed that BR3 was held on 13th January. Additional funding has been received from the 
government to support with the teacher pay rises.  

Q: Has it reduced the deficits and what can it be spent on?  

A: yes, and it can be spent on any area.  

An extra meeting will be held on February 27th to look at the budget more closely, and BR3 will be 
approved by email.  

Budget priorities for next year will be to realign the leadership and support services team. A Central 
services type team is required to support children from year R through to Year 6, looking specifically at 
Inclusion.  

Questions regarding the BCR were added to GovernorHub and responded to via that platform – and 
detailed below: 

Q: RRIS Budget Revision 3 - Can you explain please:  
E12 – is that the climate classroom causing the amend? 
 
A: E12 - School fund account closed mid-year - initially put into budget planner as an in and an out 
so as not to skew main fund budget planning. As we approach year end, the decision was taken to 
remove £19k of the school fund expense that we do not intend to spend this financial year 
however we need to remember that £19k of the surplus is school find money and not normal 
school money. Also in this budget line is some climate classroom expense now spent on other 
lines (e.g., professional fees for planning) so the balance of the pot to spend on this has been 
reduced.  
 
Q: E19 Drop from revision 3 £70K ish to 23/24 £17K ish 
 
A: E19 - This is mostly ring-fenced funds and carry forwards such as Pupil Premium, Recovery 
Premium and Sports Premium. £4k is climate classroom so not in future years, £3k is educational 
visits and is matched to income so not in future years, £2k is a PE membership initial cost.  
 
Q: The deficit seems to be coming from staff cost increases – can you clarify that please – I 
understand it is not increasing staff numbers, but wage increases and on costs. 
 
A: Regarding the deficit, it depends on what time frame you are looking at. Of course, inflationary 
increases are affecting things, but one can't deny that the change to HCF structure from 1/9/22 is 
having an impact but we have been budgeting for this since the original budget setting, so this isn't 
new to BR3. If we were to re-run the budget with our structure as it was last year would we be in 
the same deficit? Probably not. We have since lost and not replaced a 0.4 FTE teacher so our 
FTE is now back to roughly where it would have been before.  
 
Q: BCR – RRIS and AJS - Small amount but what is I13? 
 
A: School fund closure, PTA donations and Climate Classroom income.  
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The SFVS has been completed.  

Q: SFVS - I am not sure that we are compliant with the statement 'Each aspect of School Improvement 
and Development plan is costed.' At present the FIP is not costed. How have we approached this in 
the past? 
 
A: MG to change wording before sending off. MB confirmed the FIP is fully costed.  

MG to amend and send off SFVS. Governors thanked MG for completing.  

Governors approved the Related Party Transactions form, and this will be sent to the LA 

The TOCA was shared.  

Q: Who is going to do the cleaning and caretaking? Presumably this is managed by the committee. 
A: This will be split between the two schools.  
 

Governors asked to see the Public Liability/Employers Liability before they sign off the TOCA. MB to 

share those documents. Governors approved the TOCA, subject to seeing the above documents.  

 

Action points: 

4. MG to amend and send off SFVS 

5. MG to send Related party Transaction’s form to the LA 

6. MB to share Public Liability/ Employers Liability documents in relation to TOCA.  

 

7. 
Monitoring 

 
- Monitoring completed 
- Monitoring to feedback at the next meeting 

 

 • TSIP monitoring has been completed. 

• NP and PR have completed safeguarding monitoring 

• NP has checked SCR 

• Sam has completed a website audit.  

• VY has completed SEND monitoring 
 

Action point: 

7. GDPR and Premises monitoring to be completed and fed back at the next meeting.  

8. Policies for approval or noting 

 Policies for approval 

• Performance Development Policy for teachers 2022-23 
 

• Pupils with additional needs attendance policy 
Q: Do we have any children not in school due to medical needs? 
A: A child at AJS is on a part-time timetable and this is mental health related. The family is 
checked in on every week. It is below the threshold of the medical needs team. 
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• RRIS Accessibility plan 2023-24 
 

• RRIS Equality objectives action plan 2023-24 

 

Policies for noting 

• AJS Anti bullying policy 
 

Governors approved the 4 policies for approval and noted the AJS Anti-bullying policy 

 

11. 
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 

 • To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 28th November 2022 

Governors approved the minutes of the meeting held on 28th November 2022 as a true and accurate 
record. 

• Matters arising 

Governors discussed the LA PAN consultation. The LA recommend that RRIS lower their PAN from 
120 to 90 for 24/25. The recommendation was to leave AJS at 120. This is due to a predicted fall in 
birth rate.  

Governors discussed and given that numbers are buoyant, and families are actively choosing RRIS, 
many from out of catchment, governors agreed to leave the PAN at 120 for now and review annually. 

Governors also discussed ways in which the schools could attract families from outside the catchment 
area.  

  

• Review of Actions 

26/9/22 – 3 – Action point 5: C/F – detailed below Action point 8 

28/11/22 – 4 – Action point 1: SLS to add to January agenda to set a date in Spring 2 for 

                  Governors in school day – COMPLETE 

                  7 – Action point 2:  – detailed below Action point 9                    

                  12 – Action point 3: C/F and amended to Summer term – see Action point 10 

                  12 – Action point 4: CF – In progress – see Action point 11 

                  14 – Action point 5: MG to send link to NGN conference to governors – COMPLETE 

 

Action points: 

8. C/F MB and JT to contact Sports Factory to discuss their provision and their intention for the offer.  

9. Discussion on the development of wrap around care/creation of working party to be added to the 

February agenda.  

10. Parental agreement document to be added to summer term agenda 

11. C/F MB to develop Federation-wide acceptable use agreements.  
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12. 
GOVERNOR TRAINING 

• Update on training undertaken 

• Update on training identified or planned. Verbal  

 
No new training undertaken.  

 

MG has Cyber Security and Ofsted for Governors training planned.  

13. Date of next meeting – Monday 27th February 2023 to be held at 5:30pm, in person at AJS 

 

 

Meeting finished at 19:27  


